Prisma Art Prize 2022

Category: Illustration
Deadline: October 10, 2022
Website: https://bit.ly/3IhDBZG

Prisma Art Prize is an art contest born to promote emerging painters and visual artists. As their name and logo suggests, they want to be a prism that refracts all the possible outcomes of the painting process.

What they want is to answer a fundamental question in the current artistic context: what does painting mean today? At the base of their project, there is the constant and inclusive research and enhancement of artists from different cultural and educational backgrounds.

Works of painting, drawing, and engraving of any size and on any medium are allowed.

The jury is made up of artists, curators, critics from different backgrounds to ensure an inclusive approach to the selected projects.

Entry fee is 25 EUR and it allows the submission of up to three works.

Eligibility
Open worldwide to all artists without limitation of age.

Prize
Each of the four seasonal Call for Artists gives the chance to win the first prize in cash worth 500 EUR, interviews from partner magazines, and other prizes offered by sponsors. Also, every year there is the opportunity to be selected for the group exhibition in Rome and to be published in the catalog.